SpaceLogic Baggage Handling provides a comprehensive range of innovative products and services for the cost-effective, efficient implementation of Baggage Handling Systems (BHS). This includes design, manufacture, installation, commissioning, training and maintenance services, with emphasis on cutting-edge control systems, and advanced software solutions for management and storage of early check-in and transit baggage.

**Engineering collaborations with market leaders**
SpaceLogic has cooperated with leading suppliers, as both prime and sub-contractor, in the execution of major airport baggage handling projects:
- Fully operational turnkey systems
- Upgrades/modifications of existing systems
- Rapid deployment
- On-time supply
- Quality equipment and service
- Robust conveyor systems
- Ergonomic check-in stations

**Taking control of your baggage system**
The company provides integrated systems that combine automated equipment controlled by SpaceLogic software. Its software solutions integrate with the most advanced hardware systems, allowing for rapid implementation of software for airport baggage handling systems.

**World-class quality and competitive pricing for small/medium size systems**
Presenting the foremost integrated baggage handling system available today, ensuring successful mission-critical decision making, SpaceLogic provides cost-effective baggage handling solutions for small to medium size airports and/or smaller terminals within large airports.

**Break the early-bag bottleneck**
Early show passengers and those transferring between flights cause major bottlenecks in Baggage Handling Systems. Newly enforced security regulations have also increased the early arrival time of many passengers, thus amplifying pressure on the bag flow and adding to the backlog of bags in the handling process. SpaceLogic provides automated solutions for early-bag storage, expertly integrating them into existing and new Baggage Handling Systems.
Setting new standards for integrated 100% baggage screening systems at airports across the globe, SecureLogic’s breakthrough control software efficiently manages baggage and passenger screening operations, while boosting screening capacity and detection reliability.

**100% Checked Baggage Screening**

SecureLogic combines leading edge security methodologies with state-of-the-art screening and baggage handling technologies to provide efficient and effective screening systems. As the preeminent integrated solution, SecureLogic’s unique software provides comprehensive control logic for 100% Hold Baggage Screening (HBS) operations at high detection and throughput rates.

**Meet the security challenge**

SecureLogic’s solutions enhance the capabilities of airports to meet their ever-increasing managerial and control challenges:

- Recognized by authorities as a pioneering solution for checked baggage screening
- Optimization of “In-Line” and “In-Lobby” screening operations by adjusting screening procedures to risk level, load level, capacity and workforce
- Powerful graphical logic control and process editing tools readily enable assimilation of changes in security protocols and screening equipment
- Effective and reliable control, management and auditing tools
- All-inclusive solution that is fully compatible with all automated screening equipment and baggage handling components
- Rapid, cost-cutting integration and deployment into HBS systems
- Unique patent pending methodologies and technologies
- Complies with most up-to-date screening procedures of leading regulators e.g. TSA, ICAO, ECAC and EU
- Modular design affords future system changes, upgrades and expansions with ease

Additional product applications include screening of baggage and cargo at seaports, border-crossings or any other complex security screening operation.
ChainLogic Warehouse Management System (WMS) solutions integrate material handling systems and equipment. The company provides comprehensive automated material handling solutions, scalable to the size of your organization, from the smallest storage facility to large-scale operations.

- Warehouse optimization
- Zero discrepancies
- Real-time inventory management
- On-time order response
- Effective space utilization

Automated supply chain management

From planning through implementation, to ongoing support and maintenance, ChainLogic is at your side, helping you enhance productivity, optimize inventory management, increase throughput, maximize space utilization and reduce costs.

ChainLogic provides comprehensive integrated material handling systems for a variety of applications:

- Warehousing and distribution
- Forwarding services
- Manufacturing
- Retail
- Archives and record storage
- Communications

Systems include:
- Storage of electronic components
- Hi-tech production
- Pharmaceutical inventory management
- Clean room applications
- Vehicle spare parts storage
- Office supplies distribution
- Banking storage solutions—post-dated check storage and management

Advanced hardware and software integration

ChainLogic shares strategic alliances with some of the major international equipment manufacturers. Its WMS is compatible with advanced distribution and picking systems such as:

- Carousels (horizontal and vertical), Vertical Storage Modules, Sorters, Conveyors, RF Equipment, Automated Picking Systems (A machines), Pick-to-Light Systems, Unitload/Miniload (stacker cranes), and AGVs (automatic guided vehicles).

ChainLogic’s modular toolkit approach enables the integration of your chosen ChainLogic system into your current operational environment. Toolkits are also available on a license-fee basis to system integrators and equipment manufacturers.
Insight into Innovation...

A CASE FOR SPACELOGIC

Global market competition is forcing logistic operations to strive for inventive solutions. SpaceLogic has extensive experience in developing and implementing leading edge automated material handling systems and logistic software applications worldwide. Rising to the challenge of winning innovation, the company specializes in baggage handling, airport security systems and integration of warehousing and distribution solutions. SpaceLogic’s proprietary software combined with a toolkit approach enables its pioneering range of products to be rapidly and effectively integrated into almost any automated material handling environment with ease.

A leading hi-tech system engineering company, SpaceLogic provides technical expertise and international experience in logistic systems design, installation and integration. Whatever the extent or complexity of your material handling needs, SpaceLogic can help you enhance productivity, increase throughput and reduce costs.

Focusing on the unique requirements of each customer, SpaceLogic provides distinctive systems and software solutions in three key areas:

- SpaceLogic - baggage handling systems (BHS)
- SecureLogic - airport security systems (HBS)
- ChainLogic - warehousing and distribution solutions (WMS)

Customer Service and Support...

Sensitive to your needs

With over twenty years of experience in the market, our engineering, support, technical training and service teams ensure a smooth flow process from design to handover, to the day-to-day running of your operations. With a customized support solution designed for your business and operational needs, SpaceLogic helps you maintain optimum performance and productivity 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.
Contact SpaceLogic to learn how we deliver value and quality to suit your needs. For more information about our broad range of solutions, please contact us or visit:

www.space-logic.com